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AhnLab EDR is an Endpoint Detection and Response solution that continuously monitors 

endpoints for comprehensive threat detection, analysis, and response. By drawing on 

AhnLab's 30 years as a global leader of malware analysis technology, AhnLab EDR provides 

full visibility of endpoint threats to ensure a stronger response. 

AhnLab EDR provides a comprehensive advanced protection process: detection, analysis, 

response, and prediction at endpoints. This advanced protection process leads to holistic 

threat visibility with continuous monitoring and recording of all activity at endpoints, analyzing 

the flow of attack and encouraging optimized security.

Powerful Response with Comprehensive Visibility 
Detecting and overcoming endpoint threat 
with proper visibility and optimized response

Highlights AhnLab EDR is an intensive, world renowned technology-based solution that detects and 

responds to endpoint threats with proper threat visibility and optimized responses.

- Globally certified malware analysis and endpoint security technology built on 30 years of 
experience

- Detection and collection of all behavioral data with exclusive behavior analysis engine
- A simple and easy set up with license application 
- Minimized impact on endpoint system resources – no need for additional agent or kernel driver

Continuous monitoring 
through integrated and 
proactive management

Advanced response via 
proper endpoint visibility

Endpoint behavioral 
data detection 
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Why
AhnLab EDR

About AhnLab
AhnLab creates agile, integrated internet security solutions for corporate organizations. Founded in 1995, AhnLab, a leader in cyber threat analysis, 

delivers comprehensive protection for endpoints, networks, transactions, and essential services. AhnLab delivers best-of-breed threat prevention 

that scales easily for high-speed networks, by combining cloud analysis with endpoint and server resources. AhnLab's multidimensional approach 

combines with exceptional service to create truly global protection against attacks that evade traditional security defenses. That’s why more than 25,000 

organizations rely on AhnLab’s award-winning products and services to make the internet safe and reliable for their business operations.

AhnLab, Inc.

AhnLab EDR provides endpoint visibility and a stronger response against threats via 

adaptive management. With exclusive threat visibility, AhnLab EDR provides a response to 

so-called “bespoke malware” through optimized security in every system environment. 

Proper Endpoint Visibility with Insight
• Offers “at-a-glance” management of endpoint threats via intuitive management console 

including process tree
• Detects and collects all behavioral data such as process, file, registry, network access, etc.
• Provides understanding of the attack flow based on threat flow analysis 
• Identifies detailed information, such as type of threat, point of entry, behavior, and relation-

ships leading to actionable response

Optimized Response via Adaptive Management
• Enables detailed search of agents, files, behaviors, and more
• Supports IOC-based detection
• Enables immediate response to detected threats (e.g., network blocking and process ter- 

mination)
• Provides user-defined reports in various formats (e.g., CSV, XLS, and PDF)

Cost-effective and Easy Deployment
• Provides easy deployment simply by applying the license - * AhnLab V3 and EPP are required

* AhnLab V3: Globally proven anti-virus solution with an exclusive behavior analysis engine, which interoperates 
closely with AhnLab EDR

* AhnLab EPP: A stable adaptive management platform that interoperates with various endpoint security solutions

• Allows stable security operation with simple deployment and minimizes endpoint system 
performance load 

�  Process Tree �  Detailed Information of Threats
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¡Contáctanos, juntos queremos hacer negocio contigo!
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